Mathematica licensing/activation problems?

After you are online on either a wired campus network or network that allows VPNs, follow the instructions at How do I install Mathematica? If still having issues, please take the following steps.

COE Linux Lab Computers:
If you have never run Mathematica on a COE linux system, run the following bash commands in your terminal:

```bash
mkdir ~/.Mathematica
mkdir ~/.Mathematica/Licensing/
echo "!license.engr.ucsb.edu" > ~/.Mathematica/Licensing/mathpass
/ece/Mathematica/9.01/Executables/mathematica --pwfile ~/.Mathematica/Licensing/mathpass
```

All Other Computers:
On Windows and Macs, Mathematica can only be installed correctly by accounts considered computer administrators, all accounts on a computer however can use Mathematica if they have a license.

If you installed Mathematica using a standard user account, please uninstall the program, reboot, and reinstall using an administrator account. Administrator should then check "allow allow users to use this program"
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